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Help
To install the electronic version of Key to the EPC under Windows, insert the CD in your drive. The
setup should start automatically: if not, use the file explorer, navigate to the CD drive and start the
setup. Once the installation is finished, you should have a shortcut to the main pdf file
K2E20xx_EN.pdf (xx indicating the year) on your desktop and in the list of programs.
In order to be able to use the installed pdf file you should have a pdf viewer installed on your
computer, like for instance Adobe® Reader® XI.
The following explanations are given on the basis of a use with Adobe® Reader® XI on Windows
7. For more details, the user can use the complete help documentation of Adobe® Reader® XI.
It is also possible to use the electronic version of Key to the EPC on a tablet, for instance an iPad,
see the instructions at the end of this notice.
1. General overview when K2E20xx_EN.pdf is opened in Adobe® Reader® XI:

To navigate
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2. Important: It is advised to choose as a setting in Adobe® Reader® XI that a cross-document
(in our case a decision document) is opened in a new window. In order to do that, you should
open the preferences window and untick the appropriate box as shown below:

In order to use several windows, the
box should not be ticked
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3. The text of the articles comprises links to the different keys and themes which themselves
comprise a list of decisions. Clicking on a decision will open it (only in the available
language/s).

Link to the text of
the decision

With Adobe® Reader® XI, you
can add your own comments,
highlight texts, etc… and save
your changes

Example of a note
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4. You can search for word(s) in the file(s) by using the search window on the right side:

Instructions for using Key to the EPC on an iPad with, for instance, the software GoodReader®
(http://www.goodreader.net/goodreader.html):
1. Prepare a zip file including the directory key2epc created while installing the electronic version
under Windows as well as all files and sub-directories of it (the default directory should be
C:\Program Files (x86)\key2epc unless another path has been entered during the installation).
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2. Transfer the zip file in GoodReader®, for instance by using iTunes and extract the data from the
zip file.

Main directory extracted from
the zip file

zip file

Files and sub-directories
extracted from the zip file
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3. Navigate in the sub-directory "Files" and read the available pdf file(s), for instance
K2E2013_EN.pdf.
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4. It is then possible to read, annotate and navigate in the file by using the tools from
GoodReader® (see examples below, for more information the user is invited to consult the
online help).
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